As first women a comfortable time lead in was down but not out, and they came back in half to half to see MIT's to maintain the lead. The from Connecticut to cross the goal line times during the second managed to do so only UConn's inside center firm kicked to the outside drawing her opposition and creating the gap which she formed for

**Proposals**

Tennis this year. Now, as tournament between all A whose teams had winning once of the individual team to team. This score was then championship. This procedure will be only an individual doubles pair who wins the dou

3:1 in the finals, Scott Bernard the team of Jim Boots '80 aallach '81 from Kappa on-finals and finals of the event will be played starting in the Bubble. The semi-Harri Volkmar, Antonia van, Radier and Ricardo

when the aim of the com for a team championship, any complaints about the team scores were compiled. kingly it seemed on the basis of the superb individual however, many have expressed more than what is being done

next year which I think associated with the present points in a direct manner, as it would consist of teams encourage spectators from it would, at least to some extent the championship in the players have to play the highest levels of the tournament.

he was forced to drop out colder during his sixth match the split into divisions concept will play every other team will yield a champion for each C-league. time permis
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